### PURPOSE

To advise industry of humane ratite stunning and slaughter practices to be implemented.

### SCOPE

This notice applies to all export registered establishments slaughtering ratites.

### BACKGROUND

AQIS Meat Notice 99/17 and the Operational Guidelines for the Welfare of Animals at Abattoirs and Slaughterhouses (1995) provide guidelines on the humane stunning and slaughter of various species but do not specifically address the stunning of ratites.

Consequently there are differences in ratite stunning and slaughter practices across Australia, as observed by AQIS, US and EU auditors over the past 2 years.
While the different practices do not necessarily compromise animal welfare, this notice provides guidelines to ensure that ratite slaughter is consistently done humanely and corresponds to best practice.

RESTRAINT

Ratites are to be humanely and safely restrained in a way that prevents any suffering, stress or injury to the birds and facilitates an effective stun. The restraint used should not delay shackling and bleeding after stunning.

The level of restraint used must reliably enable accurate electrode (eg calliper) placement. In some instances the bird’s head may need to be held to facilitate correct placement eg by a second operator holding the beak and gently lowering the bird’s head.

STUNNING

Electrical stunning of the head is the primary stunning method to be used for ratites.

To ensure an effective stun, the electrodes must be placed so that the applied current spans the brain. This is commonly done by placing the electrodes (eg callipers) laterally across the head. Dipping of the calliper tips, in water or dilute saline, immediately prior to stunning may improve conductivity.

A trained operator must do the stunning.

If a bird is identified as incompletely stunned, a suitable backup technique eg captive bolt, approved by AQIS, must be immediately used.

Parameters

The following parameters apply for stunning non-hooded birds:

- an electrical current of not less than 500 milliamperes (mAmps), at 50 hertz (Hz) AC,
- for a minimum of 20 seconds.

The stun should not result in any searing or burning of the birds’ skin.

Equipment

To ensure the correct stunning conditions are applied it is necessary to have suitable equipment available including:

- electrical stunning, and backup stunning, equipment,
- an effective visible or audible timing device (eg a light installed within the line of vision of the operator during stunning),
- timer switch and
- an ammeter or multimeter.
Maintenance

It is essential that all equipment is maintained in good working order, including backup stunning equipment. Before each run the stunner should:

- ensure the electrodes are clean,
- check set parameters using the available meter/s and
- ensure the timer is working.

Stunning must not proceed with dirty or faulty equipment.

ASSESSMENT OF STUNNING

The effectiveness of each stun is to be verified before the bird is shackled and raised.

Effective stunning is best judged by the absence of rhythmic breathing. An effective electrical stun initially causes the bird to slump and exhibit a short phase of kicking. In the following ‘tonic’ phase the bird becomes rigid with legs flexed and the neck may arch. The ensuing ‘clonic’ phase, characterised by kicking, may not be observed if the electrical stun is applied for the duration specified in this notice (20 seconds).

A return of rhythmic breathing may signal that the bird is recovering from the stun. Presence of the corneal reflex can be used as a secondary guide.

If a bird is identified as being ineffectively stunned it must be immediately restunned using a suitable method eg captive bolt.

STUN-STICK INTERVAL

To minimise the chance of sensibility returning before the bird is slaughtered, the bird must be bled without delay after stunning. The maximum permissible stun-stick interval is 20 seconds.

STICKING

Sticking must be carried out so that it produces an effective bleed-out.

BLEEDING DURATION

The duration of the bleed-out must be sufficient to ensure that the bird is dead before plucking begins.

RESPONSIBILITIES

Company Management

- Ensure that all relevant operators are aware of the requirements of this notice.
- Develop and implement work instructions for the relevant operators in accordance with this notice.
- Amend bird handling statements to include the relevant provisions of this notice.
- Provide suitable restraint and monitoring devices.

**On-Plant Veterinarians**

- Ensure adoption of the requirements of this notice to maintain EU market access.
- Monitor and document ongoing compliance with this notice through the NPMS.

**Area Team Managers**

- Verify implementation of this notice during future monthly audits.

**CORRECTIVE ACTION**

In the event of a non-compliance, company management must implement, monitor and document effective corrective actions taken. Effective preventive measures must also be implemented to prevent recurrence of the non-compliance. Failure to implement corrective action will result in immediate loss of EU and US listings.

---

Stephen Tidswell  
A/g National Manager  
Meat Program
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